People can affect the world in almost every way imaginable. Progress depends on us; failure is our worst enemy. Increasing number of people does not always mean greater manpower. Sometimes greater people means greater problem. Poverty... Pollution...Especially, low rate of economy.

In this present time, poor families are not new to our sights. Living in a third-world country where there is 105,720,644 as of this year is definitely hard. Especially for those people who cannot even afford to buy a kilo of rice for the family. How can they even send their children to school? The government’s attention cannot reach this people. Our country belongs to the most populated country in Asia, we actually belong to the 8th. Philippines also caught the 12th place among populated areas in the world. (Population Development Education Book). How can we catch up those opportunities for our economic growth when almost young people covers our population? Vividly speaking, the money that we could have used to education were, used to supply millions of people their food. Anyway what satisfactions can we get from having a baby every year if we cannot send them to school? Such an irresponsibility. Take a look and come to think of it, we are all connected and one mistake can affect the whole society. It will take a long time if we will wait for those youngsters to be productive the only solution is to act...Educate the people for responsible parenthood... Not tomorrow but this time. Simply producing productive people and not young population we can get all the opportunities like quality education. Our country will grow and develop if we will make our big population an advantage.
Give the new generation a space… A progressive country…Let us make it our…
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